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Disappearing hamsters? Vanishing toads? Missing snails?

This needs investigating.
This looks like a case for Mina Mistry.

Pets. Mina doesn’t have any. This is super inconvenient when it’s Showcase Your Pets week at school. Unfortunately, Mina’s best friend Holly doesn’t have any pets either now that her hamster’s gone missing. And has anyone seen Danny’s pet toad?

An explosion at the local pet shop shows Mina that this pet palaver can’t be a coincidence. But why is someone stealing all the animals? What do they want them for?

About the Mina Mistry Investigates series:

Introducing Mina Mistry, witty schoolgirl detective and soon-to-be Private Investigator. Mina Mistry Investigates is a fun detective series packed with comic-style illustrations and mystery-solving throughout.

Great for reluctant readers aged 7+ and fans of Planet Omar and Dork Diaries.

For all marketing and publicity enquiries, contact
divia@sweetcherrypublishing.com

#MinaMistry @SweetCherryPub
#MinaMistryInvestigates @sweetcherrypublishing
#AngieLake /SweetCherryPublishing
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THE CASE OF THE DISAPPEARING PETS
PERSONAL FILE:

Name: Mina Snotbridge a.k.a. Mina Mistry

Occupation: Student at Greenville Elementary

Best Friend: Mr Panda

Second Best Friend: Holly Loafer

Distinguishing Features: Extreme intelligence and ambition. Destined to become a private investigator

Hobbies:
Playing the cello, investigating mysteries and spying on people
LOG ENTRY #1

Location: My bedroom
Status: General life update

Like every year, at school the first week of October was **SHOWCASE YOUR PETS WEEK**.

I sometimes wonder whether there’s
really anything educational about
these themed weeks. I mean, I guess
there was something to learn in

**Viking Invasion Recreation Week**,
even if a lot of it did involve pretending
to beat each other up with homemade
weapons. But I don’t know if anyone really
benefited from Historical Moments in
Snooker Week. Sometimes I think that the
teachers just get together, write down a
load of **RANDOM** words on pieces of paper and draw a few out of a hat. Then they just make up an event with whatever comes out.

**I can just imagine it now.**

This week, for Showcase Your Pets Week, the school is full of things about pets. No one is allowed to bring any **ACTUAL** **PETS** though. Last year somebody was bitten by a llama. After that, the school realised that, apart from having animals
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